
Practical and comfortable, this nylon Alpine buckle strap perfectly
complements your Apple Watch to meet your needs for style and
functionality.

Versatile elegant style
The design of the nylon strap with alpine buckle adapts to all your activities. Its unique
style can be worn both casually and more formally to accompany you every day.

Strong and durable
Its robust braided nylon design without annoying seams guarantees extreme wear
resistance and optimal comfort all day long. The top loops are reinforced with high
tensile threads for added security. It will keep its new appearance and its trendy look for
longer.

Alpine buckle closure system for a perfect fit
The anti-corrosion steel G-shaped closure fits easily into alpine buckles without the risk
of coming loose. With its slightly stretchy material, your bracelet fits the size of the wrist
perfectly to remain comfortable without risking the safety of your watch.

Breathable, water-resistant nylon material
The nylon fabric allows air to circulate, to reduce sweating and skin irritation, making it
an ideal choice for sports and outdoor activities or in hot weather.

Easy maintenance
Your bracelet is easy to maintain. Simply clean it with a soft cloth and soapy water to
keep it cleaner for longer.

Compatibility 42-44-45-49mm
Fits all generations of Apple Watch size 42-44-45-49mm, so you don't have to worry
about compatibility with your specific model. Suitable for a wrist circumference of 155 to
210 mm for a dial size 42-44-45-49 mm.

Eco-designed packaging that is fully recyclable
Cardboard (certified from responsible forest management), glue (vegetable) and ink
(soy).

Product Upcycling
Prepaid return of old products for recycling to promote the circular economy.

Apple Watch 42-44-45-49mm

Color : Blue

Feature(s) : 42-44-45-49mm -
Alpine loop - Alpine buckle
closure system

Material : Nylon and stainless
steel

Ref : APWATCHALPINET2BL

EAN : 3571211516958

Pack contents : 1 Apple Watch 42-
44-45-49mm Strap

Apple Watch 42-44-45-49mm Alpine loop Strap 42-44-45-49mm
Blue Bigben
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Bigben Connected: The brand for your mobile devices essentials
• The consensual style that will accompany you day-to-day
• A wide choice of accessories to charge, protect, personalize, facilitate the use of your device
• An excellent value for money with quality products while remaining affordable
• Eco-designed packaging with zero plastic and fully recyclable. Cardboard (certified from responsible
forest management), glue (vegetable) and ink (soya)
• A recycling center with the prepaid return of old products to be recycled to promote the circular economy

Bigben Connected is a French brand whose products are designed and developed in Paris.
French specialist in smartphone accessories for 25 years, our products are tested and certified according
to the standards and directives in force on the market.

How does the Recyclerie work?
You have just purchased one of our products and you wish to return your old product to us for recycling.
We ensure the collection of all old products, which are then dismantled and recycled in the appropriate
sector by our partner Véolia.

How do I return my product?
Thanks to the QR code or link provided in the pack of the purchased product
www.bigbenconnected.fr/recyclerie/, download a prepaid return on our website to send us your product to
be recycled.

What happens to my old product?
Once recycled, your product is reintegrated into the production of everyday objects such as: bicycles,
radiators, public benches, etc., this is called the circular economy!

What is my product's Green Act rating?
Green Act has been designed to help you make a more responsible choice in favor of the environment
when buying an accessory for your mobile. Each product is rated on more than 70 criteria evaluating its
environmental, social and ethical impact as well as its performance in use. Find out how the environmental
impact of our products is calculated at www.thegreenact.org.
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 APPLE WATCH 4 40-42mm / APPLE WATCH 5 40-42mm / APPLE WATCH 6 40-42mm / APPLE WATCH 7 40-42mm / APPLE WATCH SE 2022 44mm
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